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Changing Concepts of Heat in the Early Nineteenth Century
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Rival theories developed early in the nineteenth century, concerning
the nature of heat, may be grouped into two opposing camps. Although
perhaps differing in detail among themselves, the theories in one camp
were unanimous in agreement on one fundamental point: heat phenomena
were to be explained by a subtle, imponderable fluid called caloric. The
other camp agreed that heat was due to vibrations of tbe particle. of
matter. The caloric theory was orthodox and held by the great majority
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ot 1C1entists. This concept ot heat provided a simple, common·sense,
easily vtsuaUzed explanation of most common heat phenomena. The
exceptional case was that of frictional heat.

In 1798, Benjamin Thompson (Count Rumford), the American sclen·
tist and soldier of fortune, pUblished an account of his experiments con·
ducted in a cannon·boring factory in Bavaria.' The results of these experi
ments showed that an apparently unlimited amount of heat could be pro
duced by friction. Caloricists, caught unawares by the impressive results
ot Thompson's experiment, could offer no immediate explanation of this
phenomenon. These data led Thompson to reject the idea that heat was
a material substance and to propound the theory that heat was nothing
more than the vibrations of the particles ot matter. With these seemingly
irrefutable data, Thompson converted a few persons to his vibratory
theory. However, in applying the new theory to other heat phenomena,
this minority group got into trouble. Their explanations were imprecise,
rambling and were supported, if supported at all, by the vaguest and most
general analogies between the effects of heat and the effects produced by
light and Bound.

In spite of the apparently anomalous phenomenon of frictional heat,
the inabll1ty of the Vibratory theory to explain adequately other heat effects
was thought to be sufficient cause for its rejection. The caloricists felt
that the motionists were advocating the overthrow of a powerful and use
ful theory on quite insufficient grounds. Unable to come up with more
plausible explanations of phenomena other than that of frictional heat,
the vibrationists seemed to have given up the argument.

There appears to be.a gap of twenty years, from 1812 when Sir Hum
phry Davy advocated the motion theory in his Elements Of Chemical Phil
oaophy,l to 1832 when Andre Ampere restated the motion hypothesis, dur
ing which no one seriously supported the caloric theory. The idea was
frequently mentioned, but it was brushed aside, and discussions were car
ried on in terms of the material caloric. However, the tone of these
discussions changed. During the early part of the nineteenth century,
when the caloric theory was under attack, caloricists' arguments had
been dogmatic, sanguine and sometimes even violent. After 1812, when
the motionists had seemingly qUitted the field, the caloricists were less
inclined to argue so vehemently for their theory; and some were even
willing to admit that the existence of caloric had never really been proven.
In spite of such hedging statements, however, there was no doubt in the
minds of the various authors as to the reality of caloric. These hedging
statements increased in number and extent after 1820 so that by 1830
there were a number of scientists who not only stated that the materiality
of caloric had never been proven but readily admitted that caloric was a
purely hypothetical substance and that they believed in it only because it
best explained heat phenomena.

Andre Am~re (1832), revived the vibratory theory as the cause of
heat phenomena.' With Amp6re began a trend toward the vibratory theory;
and by 1840 it was the caloric theory which seemed to be on the defensive.
The proponents of caloric were in the minority and appeared to be fighting
a rear·guard action in an attempt to save a theory which was in the pro
cess of being abandoned.

At first glance. it would seem that the foregoing is a description of
what should be expected in an attempt to explain natural phenomena. A
theory devised to explain certain phenomena is found wanting in some
area and a rival theory 18 created. These two theories vie tor a period of
time in open and above board competition untU one or the other wins out.
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However, a closer look at the situation in question suggests that this 18 not
what happened at all.

An examination of discussions and experiments of "ordinary" heat
phenomena· reveals no evidence as to Why the shift in opinion from one
theory to the other should have taken place. By "ordinary" heat phenomena
is meant for example, latent heats, specific heats, coefficients of expanalon,
and changes in these with changes in temperature and volume. Experi..
mental data available in 1800 and data subsequently obtained dUring the
first thirty years o~ the nineteenth century did nothing to weaken the
caloric theory; and in one instance at least, the theory even predicted the
experimental results. With respect to frictional heat, the caloric theory
was only slightly less secure. It had withstood the staggering blow deUv..
ered by Thompson, and caloricists were quick to devise an explanation of
this frictional phenomenon which was completely compatible with the
caloric theory. In short, the arguments which were sufficient in the early
part of the nineteenth century to support the caloric theory were insuffi..
cient in the 1830's, despite the fact that nothing appears to have been
presented in the intervening years to make the old arguments invalid.

In 1832, Ampere brought the vibratory theory in the back door, 80 to
speak, and attacked the caloric theory in an area which the caloricists
were not prepared to defend. Ampere made no attempt to discuss the old
arguments and in effect completely side-stepped these objections and
transplanted the argument into the field of light and radiant heat. Calori..
cists continually harkened back to the explanation of ordinary heat
phenomena, but their protestations were generally ignored.

Ideas on light and radiant heat were developing during the period in
question; but until the 1830's, they appear to have had little influence on
the question of the nature of heat.

There was no differentiation between radiant heat and the heat which
caused other heat phenomena. Although the identity ot these heats was
not questioned, they were usually discussed and investigated separately.
In 1800, Sir William Herschel reported the results of his experiments on
the heating effect of various parts ot the solar spectrum.· As experiments
continued, the similarities between radiant heat and light became more
and more apparent. Radiant heat could be reflected and retracted; it
could be polarized; and it could be transmitted through transparent sub..
stances. These experiments, performed and re-performed during the fint
thirty years of the nineteenth century, although admittedly not conclusive,
were indicative enough to cause many less conservative writers in the
1830's to state that radiant heat and light were identical.'

Thus, the question of the nature ot heat was changed to a question
of the nature of light. And light, according to Fresnel, was a wave pro
duced by the vibrations of the particles of matter. The acceptance of the
wave theory of light preceded many of the experiments on radiant heat.
Fresnel presented his theory in 1815 and again in a more complete form
in 1818; and although it received severe criticism at first, it quickly became
orthodox. By 1822 it was "confirmed by the mOlt dellcate teau."· U
light is produced by a vibration. and if heat and light are the same thln&'.
then heat must also be a vibration.

These first steps in the overthrow ot the caloric theory illustrate the
point that the deciding factor in the acceptance or rejection of a theory
need not be the ability or inability of the theory to explain the~
phenomena. The data around which the argument. developed conttrmed
the caloric theory in the early part of the nineteenth century and Hemed
to have provided stronger support for it in the 1830'8. The I8me WU
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true ot the objections made agatnst the vibratory theory. And yet, these
arguments were ot little weight in saving the caloric theory. The ques
tions of the nature of 11ght and the relation between light and radiant heat
appear to have been the decisive factors in beginning the overthrow ot the
caloric theory.
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